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UNION MINISTER SHRI GIRIRAJ SINGH LAUNCHES
PEOPLE'S PLAN CAMPAIGN 2021 AND VIBRANT GRAM
SABHA DASHBOARD
Relevant for: Polity | Topic: Devolution of Powers & Finances up to Local Levels and Challenges therein Panchayats & Municipalities
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Union Minister for Panchayati Raj and Rural Development Shri Giriraj Singh launched People's
Plan Campaign 2021- Sabki Yojana Sabka Vikas and Vibrant Gram Sabha Dashboard today.
He also released a booklet on People Plan Campaign-2021 for preparation of plans for FY 202223 and the 10th issue of Gramoday Sankalp Magazine.
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Addressing the launching event, Shri Giriraj Singh said that Panchayats are the centre points of
grassroots democracy. There are 31.65 lakh elected Panchayat representatives across the
country in which 14.53 lakh are women. And, they can bring about tremendous transformational
changes in rural areas. Panchayats have a significant role to play in effective and efficient
implementation of flagship schemes for transformation of rural India.
The Minister said that this year’s People’s Plan Campaign should be conducted with better
people’s participation and each activity as part of the participatory planning should promote a
sense of camaraderie and commitment among all citizens to common goals of all-round
development of villages. "It is the responsibility of all of us that every Panchayat of the country
should formulate such a well-thought-out Gram Panchayat Development Plan so that villages
can achieve inclusive and sustainable development in the coming year." he added.
Shri Giriraj Singh also emphasized on emergent need of meaningful & accountable Gram
Sabhas, proper utilisation of funds, raising own source revenues by Panchayats, use of
innovation & technology, bridging the digital divide in rural and remote areas, convergence of all
the resources available through all the Flagship Programmes under the ambit of Panchayati Raj
Institutions and mainstreaming of Panchayat – Women Self Help Groups convergence for
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women empowerment and involvement of women in income generating activities.
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Union Minister of State for Panchayati Raj Shri Kapil Patil suggested that Panchayats should
create assets from the allocated funds to increase the income sources of Panchayats. He
underlined the need for making Gram Sabhas more vibrant. For this, it is necessary to sensitize
the masses and instill a sense of trust & confidence in the minds of the people. Strengthening
the Gram Sabha is equal to strengthening the backbone of democracy in the country.
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Addressing the participants, Sushri Sadhvi Niranjan Jyoti, Union Minister of State for Rural
Development emphasised that participation of all the line Ministries / Departments should be
ensured in the process of formulation of development plan of the Panchayats under People’s
Plan Campaign. It is also necessary to focus on getting the development works done in villages
with their own resources.
Addressing the gathering, Shri Faggan Singh Kulaste, Union Minister of Rural Development
stressed the need for proper convergence of all Schemes being implemented in rural areas with
special focus of tribal areas to ensure holistic development. He said that everyone should work
together in the coming days on how the Gram Panchayat Development Plans are prepared by
convergence of several schemes of the Central and State Governments.
Shri Sunil Kumar, Secretary, Ministry of Panchayati Raj said that People’s Plan Campaign is
being rolled-out in all the States from 2nd October 2021, and all the concerned Ministries/
Departments and States have assured their active support and participation in this campaign.
He said that despite adverse impact of the COVID-9 pandemic last year, the People’s Plan
Campaign was conducted in a smooth manner adhering to the COVID-19 protocols/ guidelines.
"It is a matter of great satisfaction that 2.56 lakh Panchayats uploaded their GPDPs on GPDP
portal last year. This year also we are confident that 100% Panchayats will participate in the
People’s Plan Campaign. A Vibrant Gram Sabha Dashboard has also been launched today and
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this dashboard will also help in increasing maximum participation through the meeting of Gram
Sabha, Standing Committee meeting of Gram Panchayat, meeting of elected Panchayat public
representatives throughout the year", he added.
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Smt. Rekha Yadav, Joint Secretary made a detailed presentation on People’s Plan
Campaign–2021. Unique elements of People’s Plan Campaign, planning process, learnings
from Previous Campaigns, interventions and initiatives of MoPR, available resources, capacity
building and handholding support to Panchayats were highlighted during the presentation.
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During the campaign, structured Gram Sabha meetings will be held for preparing Panchayat
Development Plans for the next financial year 2022–2023. The campaign is being undertaken on
a large scale, given the number of Gram Panchayats in the country. Special efforts have been
made to ensure maximum participation of vulnerable sections of society like SC/ST/Women etc.
The Panchayat Development Plan aims to strengthen the role of elected representatives of
Panchayats and SHG Women under DAY-NRLM in effective Gram Sabha. There will be a
Public Information Campaign of all programmes in Gram Panchayat office. The structured Gram
Sabha meetings will be spread over 2nd October 2021 – 31st January 2022, with physical
presence and presentation by frontline workers/supervisors on 29 sectors – Agriculture, Land
improvement, Minor irrigation, Animal husbandry, Fisheries, Social Forestry, Minor forest
produce, Small scale industries, Khadi, village and cottage industry, Rural housing, Drinking
water, Fuel and fodder, Roads, Rural electrification, Non–conventional energy, Poverty
alleviation programme, Education, Vocational education, Adult and informal education, libraries,
Cultural activities, Markets and fairs, Health and sanitation, Family welfare, Women and child
development, Social welfare, Welfare of weaker sections, Public distribution system and
Maintenance of community assets.
State Panchayati Raj Ministers of Bihar, Chhattisgarh, Himachal Pradesh, Kerala, Madhya
Pradesh, Sikkim, Tamil Nadu, Tripura, Uttarakhand and Uttar Pradesh, Shri Nagendra Nath
Sinha, Secretary, Department of Rural development, Shri Ajay Tirkey, Secretary, Department of
Land Resources, and Shri Indevar Pandey, Secretary, Ministry of Women & Child Development,
Shri Sudhanshu Pandey, Secretary, Ministry of Food and Public Distribution along with Principal
Secretaries of States attended the virtual event. A large number of elected representatives and
functionaries of Panchayati Raj institutions and representatives of line departments participated
in the virtual event and watched the live webcast of the launching event.
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Union Minister for Panchayati Raj and Rural Development Shri Giriraj Singh launched People's
Plan Campaign 2021- Sabki Yojana Sabka Vikas and Vibrant Gram Sabha Dashboard today.
He also released a booklet on People Plan Campaign-2021 for preparation of plans for FY 202223 and the 10th issue of Gramoday Sankalp Magazine.

Addressing the launching event, Shri Giriraj Singh said that Panchayats are the centre points of
grassroots democracy. There are 31.65 lakh elected Panchayat representatives across the
country in which 14.53 lakh are women. And, they can bring about tremendous transformational
changes in rural areas. Panchayats have a significant role to play in effective and efficient
implementation of flagship schemes for transformation of rural India.
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The Minister said that this year’s People’s Plan Campaign should be conducted with better
people’s participation and each activity as part of the participatory planning should promote a
sense of camaraderie and commitment among all citizens to common goals of all-round
development of villages. "It is the responsibility of all of us that every Panchayat of the country
should formulate such a well-thought-out Gram Panchayat Development Plan so that villages
can achieve inclusive and sustainable development in the coming year." he added.
Shri Giriraj Singh also emphasized on emergent need of meaningful & accountable Gram
Sabhas, proper utilisation of funds, raising own source revenues by Panchayats, use of
innovation & technology, bridging the digital divide in rural and remote areas, convergence of all
the resources available through all the Flagship Programmes under the ambit of Panchayati Raj
Institutions and mainstreaming of Panchayat – Women Self Help Groups convergence for
women empowerment and involvement of women in income generating activities.
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Union Minister of State for Panchayati Raj Shri Kapil Patil suggested that Panchayats should
create assets from the allocated funds to increase the income sources of Panchayats. He
underlined the need for making Gram Sabhas more vibrant. For this, it is necessary to sensitize
the masses and instill a sense of trust & confidence in the minds of the people. Strengthening
the Gram Sabha is equal to strengthening the backbone of democracy in the country.
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Addressing the participants, Sushri Sadhvi Niranjan Jyoti, Union Minister of State for Rural
Development emphasised that participation of all the line Ministries / Departments should be
ensured in the process of formulation of development plan of the Panchayats under People’s
Plan Campaign. It is also necessary to focus on getting the development works done in villages
with their own resources.
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Addressing the gathering, Shri Faggan Singh Kulaste, Union Minister of Rural Development
stressed the need for proper convergence of all Schemes being implemented in rural areas with
special focus of tribal areas to ensure holistic development. He said that everyone should work
together in the coming days on how the Gram Panchayat Development Plans are prepared by
convergence of several schemes of the Central and State Governments.
Shri Sunil Kumar, Secretary, Ministry of Panchayati Raj said that People’s Plan Campaign is
being rolled-out in all the States from 2nd October 2021, and all the concerned Ministries/
Departments and States have assured their active support and participation in this campaign.
He said that despite adverse impact of the COVID-9 pandemic last year, the People’s Plan
Campaign was conducted in a smooth manner adhering to the COVID-19 protocols/ guidelines.
"It is a matter of great satisfaction that 2.56 lakh Panchayats uploaded their GPDPs on GPDP
portal last year. This year also we are confident that 100% Panchayats will participate in the
People’s Plan Campaign. A Vibrant Gram Sabha Dashboard has also been launched today and
this dashboard will also help in increasing maximum participation through the meeting of Gram
Sabha, Standing Committee meeting of Gram Panchayat, meeting of elected Panchayat public
representatives throughout the year", he added.
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Smt. Rekha Yadav, Joint Secretary made a detailed presentation on People’s Plan
Campaign–2021. Unique elements of People’s Plan Campaign, planning process, learnings
from Previous Campaigns, interventions and initiatives of MoPR, available resources, capacity
building and handholding support to Panchayats were highlighted during the presentation.
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During the campaign, structured Gram Sabha meetings will be held for preparing Panchayat
Development Plans for the next financial year 2022–2023. The campaign is being undertaken on
a large scale, given the number of Gram Panchayats in the country. Special efforts have been
made to ensure maximum participation of vulnerable sections of society like SC/ST/Women etc.
The Panchayat Development Plan aims to strengthen the role of elected representatives of
Panchayats and SHG Women under DAY-NRLM in effective Gram Sabha. There will be a
Public Information Campaign of all programmes in Gram Panchayat office. The structured Gram
Sabha meetings will be spread over 2nd October 2021 – 31st January 2022, with physical
presence and presentation by frontline workers/supervisors on 29 sectors – Agriculture, Land
improvement, Minor irrigation, Animal husbandry, Fisheries, Social Forestry, Minor forest
produce, Small scale industries, Khadi, village and cottage industry, Rural housing, Drinking
water, Fuel and fodder, Roads, Rural electrification, Non–conventional energy, Poverty
alleviation programme, Education, Vocational education, Adult and informal education, libraries,
Cultural activities, Markets and fairs, Health and sanitation, Family welfare, Women and child
development, Social welfare, Welfare of weaker sections, Public distribution system and
Maintenance of community assets.
State Panchayati Raj Ministers of Bihar, Chhattisgarh, Himachal Pradesh, Kerala, Madhya
Pradesh, Sikkim, Tamil Nadu, Tripura, Uttarakhand and Uttar Pradesh, Shri Nagendra Nath
Sinha, Secretary, Department of Rural development, Shri Ajay Tirkey, Secretary, Department of
Land Resources, and Shri Indevar Pandey, Secretary, Ministry of Women & Child Development,
Shri Sudhanshu Pandey, Secretary, Ministry of Food and Public Distribution along with Principal
Secretaries of States attended the virtual event. A large number of elected representatives and
functionaries of Panchayati Raj institutions and representatives of line departments participated
in the virtual event and watched the live webcast of the launching event.
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EXPLAINED
Relevant for: Polity | Topic: Judiciary in India: its Structure, Organization & Functioning, Judges of SC & High
Courts, Judgments and related Issues

Orders violated: Firecrackers are not labelled with information on the person responsible for
legal compliance. | Photo Credit: Getty Images/iStockphoto
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The story so far: The Supreme Court on September 29, 2021 observed that six major fireworks
manufacturers had violated orders requiring them not to use prohibited chemicals such as
Barium salts and to label the firecrackers in compliance with the law. In a warning to the
manufacturers, the court felt that it had to take a balanced view of the production and use of
firecrackers, because so much of it was being burst, and people could not be allowed to suffer
and die from pollution. It directed the Environment Ministry to serve a copy of an inquiry report of
the CBI, which found violations after conducting a court-ordered probe. The case has been
posted for October 6.
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Three years ago, the court ruled out a full ban on firecrackers and issued orders stipulating that
only reduced emission and green crackers be allowed, with tight restrictions on timings when
they could be burst. The latest orders, in continuation of others, relate to a petition — Arjun
Gopal and Others vs Union of India and Others — filed on behalf of three children in 2015,
seeking measures to mitigate air pollution and asserting their right to clean air under Article 21 of
the Constitution.
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Firecrackers use fuel and oxidisers to produce a combustion reaction, and the resulting
explosion spreads the material in a superheated state. The metal salts in the explosive mix get
‘excited’ and emit light. In an explanatory article The chemistry behind fireworks, University of
Pennsylvania inorganic chemist Eric Schelter says the interaction between the firecracker fuel
and the oxidiser releases energy. Metals in the mix, which have a varying arrangement of
electrons in shells outside their nucleus, produce different wavelengths of light in this reaction,
generating spectacular colours. Barium compounds, for example, produce green light and
Strontium and Lithium salts, red. But as many studies show, the burning of firecrackers is an
unusual and peak source of pollution, made up of particles and gases. One study in Milan, Italy,
quantified the increase in the levels of several elements in the air in one hour as 120 times for
Strontium, 22 times for Magnesium, 12 times for Barium, 11 times for Potassium and six times
for Copper. The Central Pollution Control Board conducted a study in Delhi in 2016, and found
that the levels of Aluminium, Barium, Potassium, Sulphur, Iron and Strontium rose sharply on
Deepavali night, from low to extremely high. For instance, Barium rose from 0.268
microgrammes per cubic metre to 95.954 mcg/m3. Similar episodic spikes have been recorded
in China and the U.K. Pollution from firecrackers affects the health of people and animals, and
aggravates the already poor ambient air quality in Indian cities. This has resulted in litigation
calling for a total ban on firecrackers, and court orders to restrict the type of chemicals used as
well as their volume. Many crackers also violate legal limits on sound.
The Central government says the Council of Scientific and Industrial Research, through its
National Environmental Engineering Research Institute (CSIR-NEERI), Nagpur, has come out
with firecrackers that have “reduced emission light and sound” and 30% less particulate matter
using Potassium Nitrate as oxidant. These crackers are named Safe Water Releaser, which
minimises Potassium Nitrate and Sulphur use, but matches the sound intensity of conventional
crackers, Safe Minimal Aluminium , where Aluminium use is low and Safe Thermite Crackers
with low Sulphur and Potassium Nitrate. These crackers are to be identified using unique QR
codes to guide consumers. The Supreme Court had also previously ordered that the Petroleum
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assured that they were not made of banned chemicals.
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The petitioners argue that out of about 2,000 manufacturers, only 120 had the capacity and
inclination to work with the court to green the crackers; the respondents, who are part of an
industry that seeks light regulation because it provides jobs to many, must now present their
case. Evidently, the new cracker formulations have not had many takers. Firecrackers are not
labelled with information on the person responsible for legal compliance, as ordered by the
court. At the recent hearing, the Supreme Court Bench of Justices M.R. Shah and A.S. Bopanna
took on record the CBI report and noted that there had been a “flagrant violation” of previous
orders. It took note of the large volume of crackers burnt almost every day and felt inclined to fix
responsibility. “If liability is fixed on the Commissioner of Police, only then can this happen,” it
remarked.

407 new species, 150 new records documented from the world’s 8th highest ‘mega biodiverse’
country
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SC FLAGS CONSEQUENCES OF GROWING DIGITAL
DIVIDE
Relevant for: Polity | Topic: Judiciary in India: its Structure, Organization & Functioning, Judges of SC & High
Courts, Judgments and related Issues

Only a section of students have been able to access online classes.
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The digital divide caused by online classes will defeat the fundamental right of every child to
education, the Supreme Court warned on Friday. The court rued how the right to education now
hinged on who could afford “gadgets” for online classes and who could not.
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Little children whose parents are too poor to afford laptops, tablets or an “optimum” Internet
package at home for online classes during the pandemic have dropped out of school and even
run the danger of being drawn into child labour or worse, child trafficking, the court said.
“During the course of the pandemic, as schools increasingly turned to online education to avoid
exposing the young children to the pandemic, the digital divide produced stark consequences…
Children belonging to the Economically Weaker Sections [EWS]/Disadvantaged Groups [DG]
had to suffer the consequence of not having to fully pursue their education or worse still drop out
because of the lack of access to Internet and computers,” a three-judge Bench of Justices D.Y.
Chandrachud, Vikram Nath and B.V. Nagarathna noted in an order.
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‘Give access to facilities’
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The court said even though schools are now reopening gradually due to the receding curve of
the pandemic, the “need to provide adequate computer-based equipment together with access
to online facilities for children is of utmost importance”.
“The needs of young children who represent the future of the nation cannot simply be ignored in
this manner. A solution has to be devised at all levels of the Government, State and Centre, to
ensure that adequate facilities are made available to children across social strata so that access
to education is not denied to those who lack resources. Otherwise the whole purpose of the
Right to Education Act, enabling the merging of EWS students with the mainstream students
even in unaided schools will stand defeated,” the court noted.
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The court held that Article 21A (the right to free and compulsory education for children aged
between six and 14) has to be a reality.
“The need for underprivileged children to access online education cannot be denied,” the
Supreme Court underscored in the order.
The court was hearing a petition filed by private school managements challenging a Delhi High
Court order of September 2020, directing them to provide their 25% quota EWS/DG students
online facilities free of cost. The High Court had said the schools could get reimbursement from
the government.
The Delhi government had earlier appealed to the Supreme Court against the High Court order,
saying it had no resources to reimburse the schools for the online gadgets.
Though the Supreme Court had stayed the High Court order in February 2021, the Bench led by
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Justice Chandrachud said both the Centre and the States such as Delhi could not bow out of
their responsibilities towards young children.
‘Hold consultation’
The Bench asked the Delhi government to come out with a plan to effectuate the ‘salutary
object’ upheld in the High Court decision. The court said the Centre should join in the
consultation.
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“The issues raised in the present proceedings will not only cover the unaided schools, but also
government and aided schools,” the court noted.
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JUDICIARY SHOULD NOT ACT AS A SUPERLEGISLATURE, SAYS CENTRE
Relevant for: Polity | Topic: Judiciary in India: its Structure, Organization & Functioning, Judges of SC & High
Courts, Judgments and related Issues
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A “distressed” government has taken a leaf from former United States President Franklin D.
Roosevelt's speech to indicate that the judiciary ought not to act as a “super-legislature” by
entertaining a challenge to the Tribunal Reforms Act by Rajya Sabha member Jairam Ramesh.
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The Union Government, in an affidavit in the Supreme Court, said it was “confused” why the
judiciary thinks that the law made by Parliament and implemented by the executive is an attack
on judicial independence.
Some of the provisions of the Act under challenge include the reduction of the tenure of
chairpersons and members of key tribunals from five years to four. The Act mandates their
minimum age for appointment be 50 years.
The new law said the Appointments Committee of the Cabinet (ACC), headed by the Prime
Minister, may “preferably” make the appointment within three months of the recommendation by
the Search-cum-Selection Committee (SCSC).
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The law said that the recommendations of SCSC to the ACC should be of only one single name
per vacant post with waitlist available.
The affidavit said each one of these issues is purely one of policy.
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‘Exclusive right’

The government said it was the “exclusive right” of Parliament and the executive to frame policy
and execute it.
The affidavit said it is significant that the separation of powers entrusts to Parliament and the
executive the exclusive jurisdiction to decide as to what would be the best policy.
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How can duration of tenure of a chairperson or members affect the independence of judiciary,
the government asked.
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SAFETY FIRST: THE HINDU EDITORIAL ON
MULLAPERIYAR DISPUTE
Relevant for: Indian Polity | Topic: Issues and Challenges Pertaining to the Federal Structure, Dispute Redressal
Mechanisms, and the Centre-State Relations
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The Supreme Court’s direction on Monday to the supervisory committee for the Mullaperiyar
dam on the issue of the maximum water level has revived the controversy surrounding the dam.
Located in Kerala, the water body is operated and maintained by Tamil Nadu to meet the water
requirements of five of its southern districts. The order was issued while hearing a petition
raising apprehensions about the supervision of water levels of the reservoir, especially during
the rainy season; Kerala has also been experiencing unusually heavy spells of rain. During
October 18-25, the dam too received a substantial inflow. Despite the Court’s nod in 2014 to
store water up to 142 ft, Tamil Nadu has been careful in drawing as much water as possible so
that the level does not reach the permissible level ordinarily. A few days ago, Kerala Chief
Minister Pinarayi Vijayan wrote to his Tamil Nadu counterpart, M.K. Stalin, referring to the heavy
rainfall in the catchment and emphasising the “urgent need for the gradual release of water”. His
letter should be viewed more as a note of caution than anything else. During a debate in the
Assembly on Monday, Mr. Vijayan categorically stated that there was no threat to the dam and
was also appreciative of the Tamil Nadu authorities, who, he noted, were “highly empathetic” to
Kerala’s demands.
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With camaraderie prevailing between the two States, Mr. Stalin and Mr. Vijayan would do well to
send out a strong message that there is no room for passion and chauvinism on a technical and
complex subject such as the operation and maintenance of Mullaperiyar. As the issue of dam
safety is a recurrent one, it would be in the interests of all stakeholders that the remaining works
to strengthen the dam are done at the earliest, for which the approval of the Kerala and Central
governments is required. Some sections in Kerala may argue that the completion of the works
will only make the case of Tamil Nadu stronger in the context of its long-standing demand of
raising the water level to the original 152 ft. But, what needs to be kept in mind is that the works
are meant to strengthen the dam. It has been suggested that Kerala give its permission — a prerequisite for Tamil Nadu to get the Centre’s clearances — while stating that this will not be
prejudicial to its position on the issue. Tamil Nadu too should ensure that all the instruments for
monitoring the safety and health of the dam are installed and are functioning properly. As there
are sufficient scientific and technological tools to respond effectively to any legitimate and
genuine concern, every player should adopt a rational approach while deciding on the storage
levels and safety aspects of the dam.
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CLEARING THE AIR ON WATER
Relevant for: Indian Polity | Topic: Issues and Challenges Pertaining to the Federal Structure, Dispute Redressal
Mechanisms, and the Centre-State Relations

A view of the Parambikulam dam. File. | Photo Credit: K.K. Mustafah
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The prosperity of the Pollachi region of Tamil Nadu is attributed to the Parambikulam Aliyar
Project (PAP). The project paved the way for surplus waters from eight west-flowing rivers to
irrigate eastern Tamil Nadu. Of the eight rivers, six — Anamalaiyar, Thunacadavu, Sholayar,
Nirar, Peruvaripallam and Parambikulam — are in the Anamalai hills. Two — Aliyar and Palar —
are in the plains. The project is an exemplar of co-operative federalism, in this case between
Kerala and Tamil Nadu. Using inter-basin diversion, the project irrigates drought-prone areas in
the Coimbatore and Erode districts of Tamil Nadu. It also stabilises the existing irrigation system
in the Chittoorpuzha valley in Kerala.
The PAP agreement was signed between Kerala and Tamil Nadu on May 29, 1970, with
retrospective effect from November 1958. It provides for the diversion of 30.5 thousand million
cubic feet (tmc ft) annually from Kerala to Tamil Nadu. It also provides for Kerala 7.25 tmc ft
through the Manacadavu weir and 12.3 tmc ft at its Sholayar dam annually (19.5 tmc in all). This
major project with an outlay of 138 crore was completed in 1972.
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Also read | Projects to honour stalwarts of Parambikulam-Aliyar Project
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The agreement ensures Kerala’s riparian share in the Sholayar and Chittoorpuzha sub-basins
as a guaranteed annual entitlement without applying the distress-sharing formula. It also
ensures four months’ flow (from the Northeast monsoons) from the Upper Nirar weir for Kerala’s
exclusive use in the Periyar basin. Except for the Kerala Sholayar dam, the Parambikulam,
Peruvaripallam and Tunacadavu dams are situated inside Kerala territory but are controlled and
operated by Tamil Nadu.
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The agreement provides for review every 30 years since November 9, 1958. This, however,
remains inconclusive. Kerala has reservations on the non-realisation of its share of 2.5 tmc of
water from the Parambikulam group of rivers for the exclusive use of Chittoorpuzha valley; the
failure of Tamil Nadu to give Kerala what it is entitled to at the Manacadvu weir and Sholayar
dam in low-yield years from the reservoirs under its control; and construction of some structures
in the project area without Kerala’s concurrence.
Tamil Nadu regrets the non-realisation of the anticipated yield of 2.5 tmc from the proposed
Anamalayar project and the expected yield of four months of flow from the Upper Nirar. It also
proposes new constructions to augment its share — the Nirar-Nallar Project and Balancing
Reservoir above Manacadavu — which have not got Kerala’s consent.
‘Kerala has agreed, in principle, to T.N. proposal for new dam in Anamalayar under
Parambikulam-Aliyar project’
Tamil Nadu expanded its envisaged ayacut from 2.5 lakh to more than 4.25 lakh acres, in the
four zones irrigating on a rotation basis. The deliberations are so far inconclusive because both
States have focused on the total average yield and are not exploring furthering the utilisable
yield from the available yield. Five decades-long joint gauging data (1970-2020) on yield and
utilisation, approved by the Joint Water Regulation Board created inter-governmentally, shows
that the actual combined yield of the entire project is more or less equal to the anticipated yield.
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But if we consider the yield on a sub-basin level, there is huge variation between the actual
yield, the anticipated yield, and also the yield available for utilisation.
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A closer look at the project hydrology reveals that of the last 20 years, the Chalakudy basin
experienced overflow from PAP in 12 years. Similarly, a sizeable portion of the water is lost
through Manacadavu as unutilisable flows. These are due to the constraints in the present live
storage capacity and the skewed inflow pattern. Kerala had consented to the diversion in the
1960s, anticipating enough storage spaces in both the Periyar and Chalakudy basins to meet its
needs, but most of those storage reservoirs were subsequently denied environmental approval.
The way forward lies in trapping the existing spill at Chalakudy and Bharathappuzha through
new reservoirs, which will substantially alter the present flow regime of PAP.
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Experts of both States could analyse and create working tables based on the observed flow
regime to see how much additional water can be made available in the system through new
reservoir systems and how that can be shared. Sharing becomes imperative as Kerala has
largely transferred its storing options in favour of Tamil Nadu in PAP.
As new systems considerably alter the flow regime it is imperative that proper checks and
balances be agreed upon to ensure the guaranteed entitlements at Sholayar and Manacadavu.
Once the benefits are established by the technical officers, the political leadership can deliberate
on the principles of sharing to review the agreement.
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The leaders of both States have clear mandates and a reputation for being decisive. They can
overcome hurdles for a mutually acceptable renewal.
James Wilson is Member, Expert Advisory Group, KSEBL, and B. Ashok is the Chairman &
Managing Director, KSEBL. Views are personal
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The Government’s objection to the methodology of the Global Hunger Index is not based on
facts
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